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a b s t r a c t 

We present the Marconi-Rosenblatt Framework for Intelligent Networks (MR-iNet Gym) an open-source architec- 

ture designed for accelerating research and development of novel reinforcement learning applied to distributed 

wireless networks. To ensure an end-to-end architecture, we leverage the existing work of ns3-gym, a software 

package that allows for using ns-3, a wireless network simulator, as an environment within the OpenAI Gym 

framework for RL. In addition to this, we have implemented the first known custom CDMA module for ns-3 as 

well as a framework for RL models with a core suite of implemented algorithms. The software framework captur- 

ing the interaction between wireless transceiver (agent) and RL decision engine has been designed to maximize 

the ease-of-use when testing different RL algorithms and models. In the rest of the paper, we describe these new 

software components and demonstrate some of the results and capabilities that can be achieved when used in 

conjunction with the existing open-source ecosystem. 
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. Utility of MR-iNet Gym 

It is well known that it is resource-demanding and time consuming

o create large wireless networks during research and development.

owever, simulating wireless networks offers several advantages: they

re low cost, free from equipment constraints, and extensible beyond

hat may be locally possible and allows for rapid feasibility analysis.

n some cases, it is a daunting task to create a credible simulator that

as to capture different aspects of the technology being developed.

ne such example is the evaluation of reinforcement learning (RL)

lgorithms for distributed wireless networks. This paper presents an

pen-source simulator MR-iNet, the first end-to-end CDMA-based

etwork simulator allowing users to simulate expensive networks for

arious applications. We emphasize that changing wireless equipment

roperties and capabilities in the real world might be time-consuming

nd costly. In contrast, the simulator offers a configurable interface

o vary these properties. Furthermore, the simulator allows us to

est networks with greater generality. To a greater extent, it may be

nfeasible to test a physical network with different channel conditions

r with an order of magnitude more users. Still, these things can be

asily achieved through simulations. 
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Wireless communication has been evolving rapidly to keep up with

he requirement of modern applications. The new wireless communica-

ion systems have massive connectivity among mobile devices, sensors,

ase stations, and actuators. As a result, it is getting more challenging

o develop mathematically tractable models that reasonably represent

he wireless environment. Hence, it is necessary to develop methodolo-

ies that help understand the wireless environment through data ob-

ained from sensing. Several works have recently shown that machine

earning (ML) has revolutionized several data-intensive domains such

s computer vision, natural language processing, and medical imaging,

ncluding wireless communication. Significant efforts have been made

o effectively leverage various strengths of ML to solve crucial hurdles

ncountered in the wireless domain [1–4] . However, despite recent ad-

ances, several limitations and challenges have held back the real-world

eployment of machine learning-based decision engines in the wireless

omain. Though there are several categories in the broad field of ML,

uch as supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms, we focus on

L, where an intelligent agent can control communications devices. RL

oes not require an apriori data set like supervised learning. In a wireless

etwork, a RL agent could be conceptualized as a centralized network

ontroller, or each communication device could be controlled by a sep-

rate agent, making it a multi-agent RL problem, thereby opening the

oor to more distributed approaches. 

Having access to a reliable and flexible simulator to rapidly design,

mplement, and test novel solutions will accelerate the progress in this

rea. In this paper, we propose an end-to-end framework and related

ethodology for rapidly designing and evaluating deep reinforcement

earning (DRL) for a distributed wireless network. Specifically, we de-

igned an ad hoc Direct sequence code-division multiple access (DS-

DMA) wireless network. DS-CDMA is especially popular for implement-

ng a robust low probability of intercept and detection (LPI/D) physical

ayer due to its unique advantages, such as easy frequency management

no frequency planning in multi-user scenarios, low peak-to-average

ower ratio (PAPR), and less stringent synchronization requirements

s necessary for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).

o the best of our knowledge, this is the first end-to-end software ar-

hitecture that puts forth an end-to-end framework to demonstrate the

easibility of designing DRL-based decision engines for next-generation

istributed CDMA wireless networks. Since ns-3 is a packet-level net-

ork simulator, it is important to note that the proposed architecture
ig. 1. High level diagram of the CDMA module. Lines between boxes indicate the 

ox. The class boxes contain partial list of the class methods. 

2 
an be further extended to networks using TDMA or FDMA-based MAC

rotocols by simply defining MAC functionality. 

. MR-iNet Gym Software Overview 

There is a broad interest in software tools for wireless network sim-

lation and RL in general. We leverage tools in the existing open-source

cosystem and integrate them into the MR-iNet process. Namely, we

se ns3-gym which interfaces between the discrete-event wireless net-

ork simulator, ns-3, and OpenAI Gym, a standard framework for RL.

e add to this our custom CDMA module for ns-3 as well as a frame-

ork for RL models with several example algorithms implemented. To

he best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a CDMA module has

een developed and simulated in ns3. Our CDMA module supports differ-

nt modes of communication, namely, unicast, multicast, and broadcast.

herefore, seamlessly designing an end-to-end framework to integrate

sing all these pieces of software together, we provide code for an ex-

mple simulation scenario that utilizes the entire software process to

nd solutions to power control problems in the CDMA network using

ur RL framework. While we have focused on the power control prob-

em of distributed CDMA networks, we note that the MR-iNet framework

s modular, and one-piece can be swapped out for another, which greatly

nhances the potential use cases. For example, simulating a different com-

unication system is simply a matter of creating a new ns-3 simulation;

dditionally, using a different RL algorithm becomes seamless once im-

lemented in the base class that serves as the core of our RL framework.

herefore, MR-iNet provides one of the first platforms for easily test-

ng a variety of multi-agent RL solutions for CDMA networks as well

s wireless networks of other varieties. Some of these examples will be

ited and discussed in Section 3 . 

CDMA Module Description 

An outline of the CDMA module for ns-3 is show in Fig. 1 . In the

odel folder, the behavior of the various layers of a CDMA network are

efined. In the helper folder, a CdmaHelper class is defined which helps

o aggregate the various classes that define the CDMA layers and attach

hem to a node by installing a CdmaNetDevice . With CdmaNetDevices at-

ached to the nodes the rest of the ns-3 script can be implemented using

he default functionality of ns-3. 
directory structure with the lower boxes being inside the folder of the higher 
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Fig. 2. Function calls that connect the layers 

when sending a packet using the CDMA mod- 

ule. 
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After the nodes are initialized with CdmaNetDevice objects they can

e used to transmit packets. At the simulation-level, sending a packet

nly requires a single function call, which then sets off a series of func-

ion calls in the CDMA module which happen automatically. The func-

ion calls move through layers of the CDMA module in a similar way to

ow a realistic physical transmitter would operate. The send function of

he CdmaNetDevice class initiates the process, much like an application-

ayer, which then prompts the MAC-layer to enqueue the packet. The

acket is then sent to the PHY layer and passed into the channel where

ropagation loss models and delay models may be applied. The chan-

el layer then passes the packet back through the PHY-layer, MAC-layer,

nd back up to the CdmaNetDevice on the receiver side. Fig. 2 depicts this

nteraction between layers in the CDMA module. The fact that this pro-

ess mirrors the interaction between layers in real-life systems is inten-

ional and is a result of a core design-philosophy of the CDMA module,

hat is, to reduce the reality gap between simulations and real systems

s much as possible. 

Reinforcement Learning Overview 

First, we describe a general RL problem before discussing specific

se cases. A RL problem is characterized by the interaction of an agent

n an environment [5] . The agent receives state information from the

nvironment, which it then uses to select an action to perform in the

nvironment. The agent takes this step in the environment and then

ay be in a new state. The agent gets a reward for taking this step and

eceives information about its new state. This process of information

ow of states, actions, and rewards can be thought of as a loop that

ontinues throughout the training episode. This information loop is rep-

esented in Fig. 3 . It is then the agent’s job to maximize the reward it

eceives. Therefore, it is our job to define the reward function such that

aximizing the function is equivalent to optimizing whatever objective

e have in mind for the agent. 
ig. 3. The RL information loop where states, actions, and rewards are passed 

etween the agent and its environment. This diagram shows a single agent, 

ut for the multi-agent case, many agents may be taking actions in the same 

nvironment. 

F
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i

i
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3 
Formally, the environment is a Markov Decision Process (MDP)

hich can be represented as a tuple, ( 𝑆, 𝐴, 𝑃 𝑎 , 𝑅 𝑎 ) , where 𝑆 is the set

f states, 𝐴 is the set of actions, 𝑃 𝑎 ( 𝑠 𝑡 +1 | 𝑠 𝑡 , 𝑎 ) is the probability transi-

ion function representing the probability of the agent moving to state

 

𝑡 +1 given that it was in state 𝑠 𝑡 and took action 𝑎 , and 𝑅 𝑎 ( 𝑠 𝑡 +1 , 𝑠 𝑡 ) is
he reward function. 

Emulating multi-agent in ns3-gym 

For each simulation scenario, one must implement the ns3-gym func-

ions that serve as an interface between the ns-3 simulation in C ++ and

ython-side where agents created with our RL framework perform their

unctions. By default, ns3-gym expects the reward to be a single scalar

alue. This is at odds with a multi-agent setting where each agent may

eceive a different reward. There are several workarounds for this, but

n our example code, we handle this by passing a vector of reward in-

ormation through the info variable that is returned by the step function

or any Gym environment. 

RL framework Implementation 

Our RL framework is designed to give a common structure of inher-

ted member functions to all implemented RL algorithms. This common

tructure ensures that changing one algorithm for another requires only

hanging the initialization of the list of agents. The base class, abstract

ethods, and inheritance structure are shown in Fig. 4 . Since the syntax
ig. 4. AgentBase is the abstract base class for our RL framework. The func- 

ion calls any agent makes during the RL loop are defined as abstract methods 

n AgentBase . The inputs to the methods are written inside parentheses ( “self ”

s the required first argument for member functions of Python classes) and the 

eturn type is written after the colon. The algorithms implemented in our frame- 

ork then inherit from this base class and implement the abstract methods. For 

xample, DQN, Actor Critic, and PPO are the three RL algorithms that we have 

mplemented in our framework. 
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or calling a member function is the same for any RL algorithms in the

ramework, no changes are required in the RL training code. 

We define an abstract base class AgentBase , which consists of three

bstract methods that must be overridden by classes that inherit from

gentBase , namely, choose_action, remember , and learn . The choose_action

unction takes a list of state information as input which is passed to the

L model which then outputs an action that is returned by the func-

ion. The remember function takes an entire RL transition (an MDP tu-

le defined previously) and can save this transition to an agent’s replay

emory so it can be used for future training. The learn function takes

o inputs and enacts the training process for an agent. 

. Example problem description 

We also provide an example use case in our repository. In the exam-

le scenario, 3 DQN or deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) agents

re simulated on CDMA transmitter/receiver pairs in an ns-3 script. Each

ecision engine agent is modeled with a DQN from our RL framework, making

his a multi-agent RL scenario a partially observable MDP. The action space

onsists of three discrete power levels. When multiple agents transmit

t the same time, they cause some interference to each other. The re-

ard function is constructed to incentivize the agents to balance be-

ween transmission at a higher power versus being penalized for causing

nterference to neighboring nodes. The agents learn to transmit at an op-

imal power, i.e., while they are gaining the maximum throughput, they

ause the least possible interference to other nodes. The overall upward

rend in the reward over the training period indicates that the agents are

uccessful in learning to maximize their objectives. It is worth mention-

ng that this result shows that the agents can learn to find an optimal

olution which is mutually beneficial where they optimize both individ-

al and network performance, despite each agent being controlled by a

eparate RL model and acting individually. 

. Active Research and Publications Enabled by the Software 

In our first effort [6] , we trained and deployed the DDPG power con-

rol agents on GPU embedded software-defined radios (SDR). Our moti-

ation to leverage DDPG was that the DDPG agents can support contin-

ous action space as opposed to DQNs which can only support discrete

ction spaces. The nature of the power control problem is a continu-

us action space as our GPU embedded SDRs can transmit at any power

evel within the range of 0-5 milliwatts (mW). After the DDPG agents

re successfully trained within our ns3-gym simulator, they are frozen

nd optimized using TensorRT. TensorRT is a CUDA package developed

y NVIDIA to optimize the DDPG engine and reduce its inference time in

ny delay-sensitive applications. Our experiments show that the infer-

nce time of the DDPG engine can be reduced from 14.6 microseconds

 u S) to 0.23( u S) through the optimization process which is performed

y TensorRT. The optimized DDPG engine can be deployed on the ra-

ios. The output of the optimization process is a PLAN file. In fact, the

UDA-based PLAN inference engines and C ++ codes are compiled sep-

rately and are linked together using the linking tools that have been

ade available since CUDA 5.0. 

We evaluated the performance of the optimized DDPG engines on

eal hardware testbed in our lab environment where three pairs of the

DMA transceivers were communicating simultaneously. We compared

he performance of our DDPG engines against a traditional power con-

rol algorithm, namely, distributed constrained power control (DCPC)

lgorithm. The results indicate that the power consumption of DCPC is

3 times higher than DDPG agents while they both achieve a similar

acket delivery ratio (PDR). 

The modularity of our approach allows for training in different com-

unication settings and with different objectives. Beyond optimizing

ower control, we used our RL framework with ns3-gym and other sim-

lated environments to optimize transmission control in a TDMA-like

etting [ 7 ]. In this multi-agent scenario, the transmission medium is
4 
onstrained such that only k or fewer agents can transmit at the same

ime, otherwise their transmissions will be unsuccessful due to friendly

nterference. The agents take actions that amount to decisions either not

o transmit, to transmit immediately, or to wait some finite number of

ime steps and then transmit. Here, we use a Deep Q-Network (DQN)

odel, as a discrete action space aligns with the finite set of decisions

o make regarding whether and when to transmit. We benchmarked our

imulated agents against CSMA-style algorithms and found our agents

o consistently achieve better performance in terms of throughput and

airness. 

In addition, we are investigating the problem of joint power con-

rol and frequency selection in the presence of jammers. Using MR-iNet,

e created several network configurations to train each agent to un-

erstand different wireless environments and learn a good policy. As

emonstrated in the previous work on power control, we expect these

earned policies to be equally effective during deployment in the ra-

ios. Moreover, because of the given framework, we can create multi-

le networks easily during the training and evaluate the effectiveness

f learned policy by testing the learned model in different network sce-

arios. Further, we are studying different training strategies, such as

he effect of model aggregation on the testing performance. Addition-

lly, we are investigating the impacts of using RL agents trained on a

etwork of a different size than the testing network on performance.

ithout MR-iNet, it would have been almost impossible to research all

hese aspects of the training and testing of the joint power control and

requency selection problem. 

. Future Work 

There are a number of research areas that could benefit from using

R-iNet. For those interested in simulating CDMA networks, our custom

DMA module provides one of the only options to do so in ns-3. Given

he generality of the RL formalism and the complexity of wireless com-

unication systems, there are many opportunities to use the MR-iNet

ramework to solve networking problems at many layers. For example,

L agents can be used to solve problems of power control, frequency

election, transmission control, channel estimation, etc. 
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